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Abstract: This study investigates how firms invest in building and maintaining business–government
(B–G) ties when they aim to innovate in regions where, due to institutional transitions, institutional
contexts differ remarkably. Using data from the China Enterprise Survey of the World Bank, empirical
findings suggest that the influence of B–G ties on Chinese firms’ product innovation is different in
distinctive institutional contexts in China. More specifically, during institutional transition, B–G
ties become less efficient for facilitating product innovation when regional legal institutions and
infrastructural supporting systems in a region are more stable, fair, and efficient. By contrast, during
institutional transition, a positive effect of B–G ties on firm product innovation in a region becomes
more significant when financial systems are relatively advanced. In addition to this, the value of B–G
ties for firm product innovation appears to be more stable when business regulation develops within
subnational regions.

Keywords: business–government ties; institutional transition; institution-based view of business
strategy; manufacturing firms’ product innovation; China

1. Introduction

After more than 30 years of rapid development, Chinese manufacturing now gradually shifts
its development model from low-tech and China-made to high-tech and China-innovated. To adapt
to this trend, the Chinese government continuously contributes to institutional reforms, leading to
institutional transitions which characterize China’s transitional economy [1]. During this transition
process, market forces gradually become more dominant and government controls become weaker [1,2].
To move towards a more market-driven system that develops itself through a continuous process of
ongoing product innovation, China may issue new rules and abort obsolete regulations frequently,
which can lead to rapid changes in social, economic, legal, and political institutions [3,4]. Such changes
may challenge firms’ operations with regard to innovation, since they often restructure the rules
firms are used to. In such a situation, the way manufacturing firms in contemporary China achieve
superior innovation performance has attracted an increasing attention in innovation management
literature [1,2,5,6]. As a strategic response to such turbulence, business–government ties (hereafter B–G
ties), that is, senior managers’ links with public authorities, government officials, and agencies [2,7],
are regularly witnessed in practice as an instrument to facilitate senior managers’ companies’
innovative activities [2,8–10]. As a substitute for missing formal institutions, B–G ties can help
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firms to gain access to external resources, technology, and information, and enable them to manage
environmental uncertainties and constraints [1,11]. Existing literature has extensively confirmed the
influence of B–G ties on firms’ performance [2,12], on firms’ strategy [11,13], and also on firms’ product
innovation [14,15].

However, research on the influence of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation may lead to
ambiguous arguments or conclusions, especially in contexts that are in institutional transition. Some
studies show positive effects; they, for example, present U-shaped or inverted U-shaped effects; and
some studies show negative effects of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation [14–17]. Such multifarious
findings indicate that “B–G ties–firms’ product innovation links” may depend on contingent factors,
such as institutional settings. In emerging economies like China, B–G ties are embedded in usually
diverse subnational regions [18,19]. For example, China’s economic systems in coastal cities are
reported to be more open and market-oriented than those in Central and Western Chinese cities [20].
Thus, more insight into the influence of institutional diversity can help to further clarify the ambiguous
relationship between B–G ties and firms’ product innovation.

Ambiguous conclusions can also arise from empirical research that is based on the
institution-based view (IBV) of business strategy [1,21]. In IBV, the institutions, that is, ‘the rules
of the game’ [22], are seen as key determinants of firms’ strategic behaviors [1,6,23–25]. IBV postulates
that institutions influence firms’ operations through shaping the mechanisms or formal institutions
firms have to deal with [22], such as managerial incentive schemes, transaction and agency cost
structures, and resource allocation practices [26]. IBV proposes that B–G ties become less important as
these mechanisms or formal institutions develop. Furthermore, B–G ties would play a more important
role in securing business exchanges in regions where formal market-based institutions are lacking or
relatively underdeveloped [1,21,23–25]. However, empirical research reports inconsistent findings.
For example, Peng corroborates that the value of B–G ties would decline as the institutions are more
developed [1], but Michelson and Shi et al. argue that the value of B–G ties remains intact as institutions
become more developed [27,28]. A possible explanation for these incompatible results is that most
given studies tend to treat institutions as a background, as a single entity, or as one dimension [11,15].
Therefore, a possible research response to these varying arguments is to examine the presence and
specific effects of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation in varying institutional contexts; institutional
contexts that are complex and consist of several components [11,29]. Because multiple institutions
instead of one single institution may influence the value of B–G ties for firms [11,21,29–31], a research
focus on multiple institutional components could deepen our understanding of the role of B–G ties on
firms’ product innovation in transitional contexts [11,29,30]. Based on the above, this study focuses on
the question: To what extent are B–G ties influencing Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation
in regions with varying institutional arrangements?

Building on IBV, this study aims to assess to what extent the role of B–G ties in firms’ product
innovation varies across subnational cities, with different institutional arrangements, in China. To this
end, this study decomposes the institutions into basic components, that is, legal and economic
institutions, which are further decomposed into subcomponents [32]. This multiple institutional
component perspective is used to analyze the direct value of firm-level B–G ties on firms’ product
innovation, and to gain an insight into how Chinese city-level institutional components moderate
this relationship.

Using multilevel models, the study unfolds an analysis by focusing on the Chinese context with
World Bank survey data [33,34]. The empirical findings indicate that B–G ties are positively associated
with firms’ product innovation within subnational cities of China no matter to what extent the
institutions are developed and further develop. It also finds that B–G ties are less positively associated
with firms’ product innovation in cities with a higher developmental level of legal institutions and
infrastructural institutions and are more positively associated in cities with a higher development level
of financial institutions.
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These findings contribute to extant literature in two ways. Firstly, they help to clarify to
what extent B–G ties continue to influence firms’ product innovation in emerging economies.
Secondly, this study extends the analytic boundaries of IBV by validating the differentiated effects of
multiple institutional components on “B–G ties–firms’ product innovation links”. In addition to this,
practitioners can benefit from these insights by means of investing time and energy into developing
B–G ties that support their business and tailor their activities to the specific institutional context they
are in.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature and develops
hypotheses concerning the direct effect of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation and concerning how
institutional components may shape this relationship. Section 3 describes the Chinese Enterprise
Survey of the World Bank and the multilevel regression model, which are used to test the hypotheses.
Section 4 presents the research results, which finally, in Section 5, are discussed.

2. Theory and Hypotheses Development

2.1. The Value of B–G Ties for Firms’ Product Innovation

Social capital embedded in B–G ties is a unique asset for firm performance [2,9,35]. In other
words, B–G ties can better leverage government-dominated information and resources for firms’
operations, such as competitive advantage building [2], survival [12], market entry [13], sell-off [11],
and particularly, innovation activities [8,14,15]. Transitional economies like China are usually
dominated by a lack of formal institutions, whereas the Chinese government’s considerable control
on strategic resources remains intact. Social capital from B–G ties can help firms to deal with
such insufficient formal institutions and acquire needed resources [35]. Therefore, B–G ties can
have a positive influence on firms’ product innovation by means of mitigating environmental risks,
obtaining regulatory favors, and leveraging strategic resources that cannot be easily acquired by
non-B–G-ties-connected rivals [2,8,11,14].

Firstly, B–G ties enable firms to mitigate environmental uncertainties and buffer innovation risks
that arise from lack of institution development [12]. In an emerging economy, “institutional voids”
usually dominate and can lead to costly and inefficient market transactions [36,37], which would
significantly curb firms’ investments in product innovation. An emerging economy often has relatively
underdeveloped and limited institutional support for firms’ innovation activity [38]. Under such
conditions, as a substitute for the “institutional voids”, B–G ties can help firms to overcome the
(un)expected risks and uncertainties related to this institutional setting. Intensive B–G ties can lead
to higher political legitimacy [5,11]. Political legitimacy may not only shape firms’ activities to align
their business with the government’s interests and, through this, to obtain more government favors
but may also make their innovative products more consumer-acceptable [39]. B–G ties can also
enable firms to generate mechanisms that enforce the protection of their intellectual property rights
(IPR) [11,40]. The legal systems, particularly IPR protection is often weak, inefficient, and incomplete in
transitional China [1]. Such inadequate IPR protection environments may discourage firms’ investment
in innovation due to the high transaction costs associated with protecting their innovative products [22].
B–G ties can provide shortcuts for firms to get institutional support and protection and help them to
reap the benefits of innovation [2,41].

Secondly, B–G ties may form social capital, which can help firms to acquire regulatory resources.
During institutional transitions, changing business regulations often make markets more unpredictable,
whereas good connections with governments can enable firms to deal with such constraints more
effectively. For example, Chinese local governments usually regulate the allocation of business and
economic resources through implementing regional “Five-Year Plans”, high-tech industry development
plans, and localized policies and regulations. By intensive (in)formal interactions with government
officials, a firm may be better informed about upcoming new policies and emerging regulations.
This first-hand regulation information helps firms to decrease the negative effects arising from policy
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uncertainties, and to identify the technological opportunities that governments intend to create.
In addition, through regular interactions with the government, firms may lobby officials and bureaus
to devise or revise regulations in line with their wishes and enable them to obtain policy favors [5,22],
such as the government procurement of new and innovative products [42]. It can be argued that
firms which maintain good interactions with governmental officials usually benefit from regulatory
resource allocation [43]. The Chinese government, at all levels, still controls, regulates, and allocates
a large volume of regulatory resources, such as trade permits, tax deduction, and R&D support
and subsidies [44,45]. Obtaining these resources makes firms more confident in investing in new
technology. The reform goal of the current Chinese government is to build an innovation-oriented
economy. Under such conditions, firms with intensive connections with government officials may be
offered priority to allocate regulatory resources for innovation purposes [9].

Thirdly, social capital embedded in B–G ties can enable firms to leverage strategic business
resources and secure government services. The Chinese government still plays a dominant role in
strategic resource allocation, such as finance for innovation (e.g., state-controlled venture capital,
government dominated high-tech start-ups seed, governmental research funding) [46]. To obtain these
financial resources in a more efficient way, firms often resort to B–G ties, which shelters them from
information asymmetry. In addition, B–G ties can also strengthen organizational relationships. Official
positions in China are often changing and rotating. They usually urge managers to restructure B–G ties
when a new appointment is approved [38], since connections with new officials are helpful for firms to
maintain institutional support, such as securing government favors and services. In contemporary
China, the primary interest of officials is to increase the gross domestic product (GDP) in a sustainable
and innovative way, which in turn promotes their political positions. Firms’ purpose is to get an
economic return from the Chinese government’s innovation and sustainability investments [20].
Apparently, business goals and government interests converge when they can ‘help’ each other.
Therefore, officials would prioritize government service providing, such as land and infrastructure
provisions, business permissions, and regulatory approvals, to prospective innovative business projects
that contribute to the achievement of governmental ends [15,47]. This leads to the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). In transitional China, B–G ties have positive effects on manufacturing firms’ product innovation.

2.2. Contingent Effects of Specific Institutional Contexts

2.2.1. The Institutions and Institutional Transitions in China

As ‘the rules of the game’ [22], institutions can regulate, motivate, and constrain firms to behave,
produce, innovate, and invest [6]. B–G ties are embedded in specific institutional contexts [2,48–50]
and institutional changes can shape the value of B–G ties [18,36,51,52]. Generally, the institutional
environment can contribute to the value of B–G ties for firms’ innovation performance through
shaping the contextual conditions wherein B–G ties are situated. Such contextual conditions are,
for example, the issuing of business certificates (e.g., trade permits, licenses), innovation-related
resource allocation (e.g., R&D subsidies), bureaucratic procedure simplification (e.g., startup
registration, tax administration), legitimacy provision, and regulatory policy implementation [53–55].
Imperfect institutions often distort resource allocation and can discourage firms’ investment in product
innovation; by contrast, an adequate institutional system generally may cultivate firms’ allocation
of innovation-related resources and motivate firms’ new technology development. Based on IBV
logic, it can be argued that firms in underdeveloped institutional systems are likely to depend more
on relational governance (e.g., B–G ties) to obtain necessary resources and overcome constraints,
while firms rely less on relational strategies (e.g., B–G ties) in institutional systems that are more
developed [1,2,5,9,23,38,56].

Institutions are multidimensional [57], and different components develop in different ways [11,58].
To be specific, certain institutional components may develop towards a high and advanced level,
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while others may stagnate or even regress [11,59]. For example, business regulations in Eastern China
are becoming more efficient and market-based, while they significantly lag behind in the cities of
Western China [20]. Moreover, institutional components provide differentiated support for firms’
product innovation, which may make the value of B–G ties more complicated in transitional China.
For example, legal systems lend more support for IPR protection and can create conducive and fair
environments for motivating product innovation. Business regulation regulates resource allocation and
distribution, such as approval provisions, and tax reductions for research and development. Financial
systems create financial intermediaries for firms to access capital markets. These examples indicate
that specific institutional components provide unique support, motivation, and constraints for firms’
product innovation [11,14].

Currently, China experiences institutional transitions. First, it is frequently argued that market
institutions that support firms’ resource allocation and business exchanges remain weak and need
to be more efficient [2,60], although China’s central government has already devoted nearly 40 years
to economic reform. For example, various levels of the Chinese government still control a large
proportion of the country’s economic resources [21]. As a consequence, the government still has an
important influence on firms’ innovation and market activities. Second, the unbalanced development of
subnational regions dominates the country. Since initiating reform in 1978, China has gradually moved
to economic decentralization [3]. This decentralization usually invoked inter-regional competition,
market fragmentation, and accordingly, an uneven development of subnational regions [20,61]. As a
consequence, China now comprises three distinguished parts according to their statuses of economic
developments, i.e., the wealthy eastern region, the booming central region, and the developing western
region. Accompanying this unbalanced intracountry development, subnational regions gradually differ
in the development and maturity levels of their institutions [51,61,62]. In other words, the unbalanced
development leads to varying institutional situations and changes within subnational regions [61,63].
The inter- and intraregional developmental differences dominate the development of the institutional
systems [20,27]. Third, subnational regions gradually formed localized institutional systems during
reforms. Accompanying the Chinese reform since 1978, the central government gradually delegated
power to the lower-level government. As a result, local governments are authorized to devise their
own economic and technological policies [26], such as implementing tax regulations, setting up science
parks and industrial development zones, and making preferential procurements. As a consequence
of these local reforms, a modern China is envisioned and realized with subnational areas where
institutional settings differ. The unbalanced institutional developments suggest that not all firms
benefit equally from B–G ties in transitional China [4,43,51,62,64]. It is expected that the value of
B–G ties for firms’ product innovation depends on the specific institutional contexts where firms
operate [11,29,65].

To enrich the understanding of this, the effects of specific institutional components on B–G ties’
influence on firms’ product innovation can be further explored, and basic concepts that are used can
be defined. This study first defines institutional development as the process by which institutions
move to be more efficient and market-driven within subnational regions of China [1,3]; a higher
level of institutional development is defined as a situation in which institutions are more stable, fair,
and efficient [32]. North distinguishes two dimensions of institutions, i.e., formal institutions and
informal institutions [22]. Following this distinction, this study concentrates explicitly on formal
institutions. It further decomposes formal institutions into legal institutions and economic institutions,
due to their determinant role in China [18,32,36,52,66]. For example, Zhu et al. identified several major
institutional barriers to Chinese firms’ innovation, such as unfair competition, limited access to finance,
lack of regulations, excessive taxation, and insufficient support systems [32]. Building on Zhu et al.’s
findings, this study further decomposes the economic institutions into three subcomponents: Business
regulations, financial systems, and infrastructural supporting systems.
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2.2.2. Legal Institutions

Legal institutions can influence the “B–G ties–firms’ product innovation links” in several ways.
First, legal institutions may motivate and constrain firms’ investment in product innovation. Generally,
stable, fair, transparent, and efficient legal institutions can provide adequate legal protection for
organization operations, and can cultivate fair exchange environments for market activities, which can
help to mitigate the risks and uncertainties arising from inadequate legal institutions, and by this
lead, decrease transaction costs [67]. Particularly, an adequate legal IPR system can create substantial
protection for firms’ technological inventions, new products, and new brands, which may largely
motivate firms’ investment in innovation. As reported in the literature, IPR protection can substantially
support firms’ investments in research and development [68,69]. In addition to securing market
environments, legal institutions can also enhance the enactment and enforcement of other formal
institutions that can encourage innovation, such as technology trading rules, IPR regulations, and R&D
contracts. Due to a lack of legal protection, in regions with inadequate legal institutions, innovative
firms usually suffer from rivals’ imitations. Once firms get involved in IPR conflicts, they can also
consider the opportunity to employ alternative channels to secure their innovative business, such as
B–G ties to secure their business interests. Therefore, in transitional economies like China, government
officials usually intervened in the operation of the judicial systems, and thus, institutional protection
often flowed to firms with stronger B–G ties. As the country develops, generally, legal institutions are
getting more independent and play an increasing role in supporting a market economy. Particularly,
new specific laws are gradually issued and implemented. At the same time, more market-based
channels for business exchanges emerge. The new laws can substantially secure such market-driven
transactions. Therefore, in regions with more efficient legal institutions, firms may be more confident in
acquiring the needed resources from the market through a bundle of legalized procedures and systems,
rather than heavily relying on B–G ties [2,16,22]. Thus, governmental interventions may gradually
decrease in these areas and the value of B–G ties then may decrease [1]. By contrast, the importance
of B–G ties may remain relatively important in regions with less developed legal institutions. Lastly,
legal institutions can influence the “B–G ties–product innovation links” via cultivating an institutional
environment that is based on trust. Uncorrupted legal institutions can clearly define, structure,
and secure the boundaries of market exchange, and can cultivate an atmosphere of trust between
market and nonmarket agents, firms, and governmental officials [15,47,55]. In regions with more
developed legal institutions, for example, firms may trust and rely more on legal procedures rather
than on informal social ties to obtain government innovation funds and secure their investment
in technological development. On the other hand, in an environment with relatively corrupted or
incomplete legal institutions, managers may have to develop social ties with governmental officials to
cultivate bilateral personal or organizational trust, and through this, gain access to support, protection,
and legitimacy [15,55]. Empirically, Perks et al. found that managers tend to rely more on social ties
when the support of the regulatory and legal institutions is lacking [70]. Overall, it can be argued
that B–G ties are more valuable for firms’ product innovation in regions with less developed legal
institutions [56,71,72]. This leads to the second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive
when legal institutions are more developed.

2.2.3. Economic Institutions

Business regulations, such as tax or subsidy rules, can directly influence, shape, and determine
firms’ market activities and business transactions. For example, higher governmental R&D subsidies or
lower tax rates for new product sales could motivate firms’ investment in new technology and in new
product development. In a transitional economy like China, business regulations usually vary across
cities [11,27,58]. Since 1978, the central government had gradually authorized local governments
to devise and implement their own business regulations, such as (R&D-related) tax deduction or
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exemption, R&D subsidies, and new product development support. Coming with this development,
the content, quality, and efficiency of business regulations differ in subnational regions and these
varying regulations accordingly determine firms’ activities and performance differently [61]. Firms’
responses, thus, will differ across subnational regions [1,56,61].

In regions with more developed business regulations (i.e., eastern and coastal cities in China),
intermediaries for allocating business resources (e.g., human capital, employee training, technology
transfer) are much more mature and efficient than in other parts of China. Regions that are lagging
behind are usually dominated by a lack of such market intermediaries. Additionally, different agencies
of local governments within such regions regularly issue specific rules to regulate firms’ innovation and
market activities. These rules are not always coordinated, which may confuse firms’ prediction of the
market [32]. Such conditions may lead firms to rely more on B–G ties. Moreover, business regulations
also often determine the efficiency of regulatory resource allocation. Areas with developed business
regulations have often fostered relatively transparent, complete, and robust systems and procedures for
providing resources [2]. In these areas, trade permits, subsidies, and licenses are likely to be allocated
to the most innovative and productive firms through well-known legal procedures [22]. Li et al.
report that B–G ties play a less prominent role in facilitating firms’ innovation in areas with stronger
market institutions than in areas with weaker institutions [60]. By contrast, firms usually suffer more
from lacking or inefficient business regulations in less institutionally developed regions (e.g., cities
in Central and Western China). Thus, these innovative companies are inclined to integrate B–G ties
with their strategies if they intend to invest there [1]. In other words, in cities with inefficient business
regulations, managers more regularly build connections to government officials to deal with the
potential uncertainties and risks that are arising from absent or conflicting business regulations [37,56].
Empirically, Zhang et al. validate that managers’ time investment in B–G ties is positively associated
with the performance of the firm that conducts exploratory innovation [72]. In addition, relatively
developed business systems exert constraints on the deployment of individual power of government
officials [7,14,28]. Therefore, officials in regions with a higher institutional development level are less
willing to offer resources (e.g., government procurement of new products) via personal relations [7,14],
which makes B–G ties less effective in areas with better developed business regulations. To conclude,
in an environment with a set of transparent and coordinated business regulations, firms may rely
less on B–G ties to deal with innovation constraints; in regions with less development of business
regulations, innovative firms are likely to depend more on B–G ties. This leads to the third hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive
when business regulations are more developed.

We define the financial systems as the rules that govern the financial operations and regulate
the financial resource allocations. As widely reported, a lack of financial support can be a key
barrier to firms’ innovation in transitional China [32]. Although firms often prioritize internal finance
for business activities [73], external finance is often attracted for long-term investments, such as
technological innovation [32]. Regional financial systems determine how well these external financial
resources flow to innovative firms [29,74]. Due to the unbalanced development of institutions within
subnational regions, Chinese cities differ in the firms’ opportunities to gain access to external financial
capital (i.e., venture capital, bank loans, and government subsidies), the efficiency of the financing
system, and the extent of governmental financial interventions [75]. In cities with limited and inefficient
financial systems, government or state-owned organizations often dominate the financing channels,
which make the capital limited and constrained to firms which know to find these organizations.
Therefore, building or maintaining connections to government officials may be shortcuts to obtaining
and securing such financial information and resources [1,45]. In these regions, government officials
may have significant power in distributing bank loans, government-dominated seed funds, and R&D
support for firms’ innovation projects. These resources may flow to firms that have strong B–G ties.
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As financial systems move to be more market-based in regions, various financing channels and
options may emerge and new market-based financing rules are established [11,29]. Thus, firms in
these regions can, for their innovation projects, resort to new market intermediaries, for example,
the stock market, angel venture capital, personal capital, and corporate venture capital. Moreover,
robust financial rules can secure firms’ financing of, and investments in new technology. In addition,
firms located in developed institutional areas may be relatively capable of developing financial reserves
that would help these firms to develop buffer that protects them from innovation risks [76]. Increasing
financing alternatives can decrease government interventions, and decline firms’ dependence on
government officials [29,77]. In other words, the market can provide more financing opportunities and
efficient financing channels to facilitate firms’ product innovation if the financial systems are more
market-driven and higher developed. This leads to the fourth hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive
when financial systems are more developed.

An infrastructural supporting system here is defined as the set of rules that regulate,
support, and constrain infrastructural services provision, such as electricity and telecommunication
connections. Adequate infrastructural supporting services are another crucial factor to support firms’
innovation and technology investment [32,78]. The infrastructural supporting systems regulate the
provision of back-up resources or services, such as land provision, water, electricity, transportation,
and telecommunication connections. Generally, deficiencies in such infrastructural services may result
in system failures of business transactions and market distribution. To be more specific, substantial
and efficient provision of infrastructural services is often seen as a precondition for firms to attract and
recruit talent (e.g., engineers, researchers), develop new technologies, and market new products [32].
In transitional China, local governments are regularly responsible for investing in, and providing
such infrastructural support. For example, the Chinese central government has gradually delegated
local governments to sell and lease state-owned land resources for business purposes since 1978.
However, inter-regional differences dominate China’s infrastructural service practices. In regions
with an institutional development that lags behind, infrastructural service provision is far from
institutionalized. Local governments there usually intervene in service processes (e.g., officials may
change, abort, and approve the services), which makes service provision uncertain and full of risk.
Therefore, senior managers are likely to invest time and energy in interacting with government officials
to deal with the complicated and changing bureaucratic procedures [1,71]. Sometimes, firms even
bribe officials to get things done [79]. In this manner, B–G ties are shortcuts for firms to get the expected
governmental services and speed up the service process.

By contrast, in developed regions, new rules and regulations of infrastructural support gradually
become institutionalized. First, more developed systems for providing infrastructural support
services can motivate and secure more intermediaries for firms to get necessary services. Second,
the systems increasingly support service provision through market or semimarket transactions.
Third, the transparency of the infrastructural supporting system usually provides punishment
mechanisms for the abuse of power of government officials, which curbs government interventions [14].
This means that the market offers firms more options to gain access to infrastructural support
services, and the government provides infrastructural support services through market channels.
Thus, the relatively developed infrastructural supporting systems may decrease firms’ dependence
on B–G ties in obtaining infrastructural services [2,9], and limit the potential positive influence of
B–G ties on product innovation. In China’s eastern coastal cities, for example, firms can now usually
obtain land through the auction market and acquire water and telecommunication connections from
specialized enterprises in a more efficient way. This leads to the fifth hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive
when the infrastructural supporting systems are more developed.
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Overall, Figure 1 depicts the position of the hypothesized relationships in this study.
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Figure 1. Hypotheses’ position. B–G: Business–government, H: Hypothesis.

3. Data and Methods

3.1. Data

This study uses data from the China Enterprise Survey 2012 (CES) of the World Bank Enterprise
Surveys (www.enterprisesurveys.org). Using a stratified sampling method, the CES collects firm-level
data from 25 cities in China. The survey covers a sample of state-owned, manufacturing, and service
firms. These sampled cities involve Hefei, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Foshan, Dongguan,
Shijiazhuang, Tangshan, Zhengzhou, Luoyang, Wuhan, Nanjing, Wuxi, Suzhou, Nantong, Shenyang,
Dalian, Jinan, Qingdao, Yantai, Shanghai, Chengdu, Hangzhou, Ningbo, and Wenzhou. The CES
collects data focusing on the following aspects: Firm general information, infrastructure and services,
sales and suppliers, the degree of competition, capacity, land and permits, crime, innovation and
technology, finance, business–government relations, labor, and performance [34]. Particularly, the CES
data comprise information concerning business–government ties, which is appropriate for this study’s
research purpose. To fit this study’s end, service firms and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) are
excluded from the data sample. Private firms have to invest in building and maintaining B–G ties [38],
which change in time, while SOEs’ existential basis is a strong and enduring B–G tie, which remains
stable. SOEs are therefore excluded from the sample. Moreover, manufacturing firms are more
product-innovation-oriented than service firms [80]. Additionally, in comparison to service firms,
manufacturing firms provide complete records on innovation-related items, especially on product
innovation. Furthermore, an exclusive focus on manufacturing firms helps to control for external
effects arising from business sectors or industry environments [2]. A total of 1692 observations within
25 cities finally constitute the dataset.

3.2. Measures

Firms’ product innovation is the dependent variable. A firm is identified as conducting product
innovation if it introduces new products into the market [14,81,82]. The survey asks respondents about
the percentage of annual sales that is arising from new products that are introduced in the last three
years (see Appendix A: Table A1). This study multiplies this rate by firm annual sales to obtain the
amount of annual product innovation. To be consistent with previous studies, this study uses the
logarithm of new product sales to represent firms’ product innovation.

B–G ties are the independent variable. B–G ties refer to personal or organizational linkages
between firms and public authorities [7]. The study identifies firms’ B–G ties as senior managers
interacting with government officials for dealing with business or regulation issues [9,72]. Consistent
with Zhang et al. [72], this study measures the B–G ties by investigating the time that a senior manager
invests in business–government interactions [7,9]. This measure is available from the CES data
through the following question: “In a typical week over the last year, what percentage of total senior

www.enterprisesurveys.org
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management’s time was spent on dealing with requirements imposed by government regulations?”
(see Appendix A: Table A1). It takes a value range from 0 to 100%. The response to this question
showed an uneven distribution: 51% of the senior managers invested no time in B–G ties. The mean
percentage of time invested in B–G ties is 1.29, and SD is 3.0. In addition, the mean percentage of
time spent on B–G ties also varies significantly across cities (F = 13.17, p < 0.001). These results show
that the time senior managers spent varied significantly across firms and cities, which indicates that
time and energy investment in interactions with officials can be a proxy for B–G ties [72]. The general
relationship between product innovation and B–G ties is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for firms’ product innovation and B–G ties.

Product Innovation
Total

Yes No

B–G ties
Yes 433 (26%) 396 (23%) 829
No 344 (20%) 519 (31%) 863

777 915 1692

This study measures the development status of specific institutional components as follows:
Legal institutions. The CES questionnaire uses Likert scales to measure the perceptions of managers
on the development of regional institutions. The CES provides two items to collect information on
the development of the legal institutions of the surveyed cities that host firms. Using a four-point
scale (1 = strongly disagree, 4 = strongly agree), the questionnaire surveyed senior managers to what
extent they agree “the court system is fair, impartial and uncorrupted”. In addition, the survey asked
the senior managers to what degree the court is an obstacle to the firm’s operation with a five-point
scale (0 = no obstacle and 4 = very severe obstacle) (see Appendix A: Table A1). To get a consistent
measurement, this study inversed the measurement scale of the second item (0 = very severe obstacle
and 4 = no obstacle). The level of theoretical interest is the regional institutional level, which led
to multilevel effects being this study’s key focus. Therefore, it was needed to combine these two
measures into an overall indicator to indicate the development of regional legal institutions. To be
consistent with recommendations of multilevel researchers [83], this study first assessed the interrater
reliability using the intraclass correlations (i.e., ICC(1) and ICC(2)). The acceptable levels of these
two assessments (ICC(1) = 0.112, ICC(2) = 0.893) indicate that it is reasonable to aggregate these two
measures to a single score for each city.

Business regulations. Three five-point scale items of the questionnaire asked respondents to
indicate to what extent the business regulations, i.e., tax rates, tax administration, and business
licensing and permits, are obstacles to their firms’ operations (0 = no obstacle and 4 = very severe
obstacle) (see Appendix A: Table A1). To ease the understanding of the results, this study firstly
reversed them (i.e., 0 = very severe obstacle, 4 = no obstacle). Then, it aggregated these items at the
city level to measure the development of regional business regulations (ICC(1) = 0.494, ICC(2) = 0.985).
This measure broadly captures the development status of the regional business regulations.

Financial systems. In the CES, the respondents are expected to answer the question that concerns
the extent to which they perceive obstacles in getting access to financial capital (0 = no obstacle and
4 = very severe obstacle) (see Appendix A: Table A1). To ease the understanding of the results, this study
first reversed this item (i.e., 0 = very severe obstacle and 4 = no obstacle). Then, it aggregated it at the
city level to measure the development of financial systems within subnational regions (ICC(1) = 0.228,
ICC(2) = 0.952).

Infrastructural supporting systems. The survey also provides information to identify the quality
of the infrastructural services that are provided by local markets and governments. Using two
five-point scale items, the CES asked senior managers to what extent they perceived (limited) access
to electricity and telecommunications as obstacles to business activities (0 = no obstacle and 4 = very
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severe obstacle) (see Appendix A: Table A1). To obtain a straight understanding of the results, this
study first reversed this item (i.e., 0 = very severe obstacle and 4 = no obstacle). Then, it aggregated
these data at the city level to indicate the development status of the regional infrastructural supporting
systems (ICC(1) = 0.187, ICC(2) = 0.940).

In the literature, other measures are also used to capture the institutional development at different
levels. For example, Fan’s index measures the provincial-level institutional development in China [84];
and Gaur and Lu’s measures concentrate on the country-level difference of institutional development
that is based on the World Competitiveness Yearbook (1991–2001) [85]. This paper focuses on the
subprovincial level institutions in China. However, there are no appropriate measures for this research
focus. Therefore, building on the CES data, this study develops composite constructs to measure
the institutional developments at the city level [86]. The considerations for this composite approach
are as follows. First, aggregated constructs from perception-based data can be as reliable as the
objective measures [87]. Second, due to the latent nature of the institutions, a composite measure that
involves information from several aspects of the institution is judged better to capture the institution
qualities [86]. Thus, this study uses firm-level perception data of institution developments to construct
city-level measures of institutional components. The ICC checks indicate that this study’s aggregated
constructs are validated proxies for regional institutional components.

Control variables. In addition to institutional elements, firms’ characteristics and industrial factors
may influence firms’ product innovation, as the “strategy tripod” perspective argues [24]. To obtain
unbiased results, this study needs to control these potential firm- and industry-level effects. Firm size
is defined as the total number of employees [15,88,89]. Managerial experience is defined as how many
years the senior managers have worked in this sector [60]. Employee training represents whether or
not the firm has formal training programs for full-time employees, which takes 1 if yes and 0 otherwise.
Employees’ education is defined as the average education years of a firm’s employees [72]. The annual
sales of the firms are also included in the model as a control factor [38,72,89]. Additionally, industrial
competition indicates whether or not the firm competes with informal companies, which takes 1 for
yes and 0 otherwise. In addition, this study includes industry dummies to control effects arising from
the industry. Last, we include R&D intensity into models to perform a robustness test.

3.3. Analytical Approach

The study employed multilevel modeling to test the hypotheses. Firms are nested in cities, which
means that the data are of a hierarchical nature with two levels: The level of the firm (level 1) and the
level of the city (level 2). Previous studies have predominantly implemented ordinary linear regression
to analyze the influence of institutions on firm performance, although they highlighted the variant
among provinces, states, or cities [15]. Statistically, in the nested data, the residuals at the firm level
correlate with the residuals at the city level, which violates the independent and identically distributed
assumption of the linear regression [90]. In other words, employing linear regression techniques
to examine the nested data would obtain biased estimates. Thus, to this study’s research purpose,
multilevel modeling was a more appropriate method [15,91] that allowed to estimate both firms- and
city-level variance in firm innovation [90]. Clearly, variables concerning the development of regional
institutions are this study’s city-level measures.

To alleviate multicollinearity caused by the correlation between intercepts and slops [92],
this study centered level-1 and level-2 predictors at their grand mean separately when the direct effect
of firms’ B–G ties on firms’ product innovation was examined. Particularly, it centered level-1 predictors
at group mean and level-2 factors at grand mean when the cross-level effects were examined [93,94].
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4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 summarizes the means, standard deviations, and minimum and maximum values of the
variables. It is observed that the percentage of weekly time of senior managers spent on building and
maintaining B–G ties is 1.29% at the mean, and 35% at maximum. Regarding institutional components,
the differentiated standard deviations indicate that their development levels vary significantly among
sampled cities. The development of the legal institutions (Mean = 3.19, SD = 0.16) and infrastructural
supporting systems (Mean = 3.57, SD = 0.27) shows less variance in comparison with the financial
systems (Mean = 3.17, SD = 0.42) and business regulations (Mean = 3.33, SD = 0.54). Table 3 shows the
correlations matrix of all variables in this study. As discussed, the correlation between B–G ties and
firms’ product innovation presents the expected sign. All variance inflation factors (VIFs) are below 5,
which illustrates that multicollinearity among variables is not a severe concern of our study.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Variable Obs. Mean SD Min Max

Firms’ product innovation (log) 1645 6.89 7.81 0 23.61
B–G ties 1622 1.29 3.0 0 35

Manager experience 1666 2.72 0.49 0 3.85
Competition 1604 0.50 0.50 0 1

Employee education 1655 10.18 1.88 1 18
Employee training 1692 0.86 0.35 0 1

Firm size (log) 1692 4.44 1.29 1.61 10.31
Annual sale (log) 1692 16.91 1.67 11.51 24.41

Industry 1692 25 5.83 15 37
R&D intensity 1586 0.20 0.06 0 0.79

Infrastructural supporting system 25 3.57 0.27 2.82 3.97
Business regulations 25 3.33 0.54 1.89 3.88

Financial systems 25 3.17 0.42 2.21 3.74
Legal institutions 25 3.19 0.16 2.76 3.43
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Table 3. The Pearson correlations between the variables and variance inflation factors (VIFs)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1. Firms’ product innovation 1
2. B–G ties (BGT) 0.18 * 1

3. Infrastructural supporting system (ISS) −0.14 * 0.01 1
4. Business regulations (BR) −0.23 * 0.11 * 0.32 * 1

5. Financial systems (FS) −0.09 * 0.04 −0.25 * 0.41 * 1
6. Legal institutions (LI) −0.02 0.06 * 0.08 * 0.46 * 0.08 * 1
7. Manager experience 0.10 * −0.03 0.08 * −0.19 * −0.20 * −0.05 * 1

8. Competition 0.16 * 0.09 * 0.04 −0.14 * −0.29 * 0.01 0.02 1
9. Education 0.07 * 0.08 * 0.06 * 0.15 * 0.14 * 0.01 0.04 −0.07 * 1
10. Training 0.16 * 0.04 −0.002 0.09 * 0.12 * 0.04 −0.03 −0.06 * 0.04 1
11. Firm size 0.25 * 0.09 * −0.05 −0.06 * 0.01 −0.08 * 0.16 * −0.09 * 0.06 * 0.21 * 1

12. Annual sale 0.27 * 0.08 * −0.04 −0.05 * −0.01 −0.07 * 0.20 * −0.09 * 0.11 * 0.19 * 0.61 * 1
13. Industry 0.05 * −0.001 −0.03 −0.03 0.01 −0.05 0.01 −0.08 * 0.15 * 0.03 0.02 0.09 * 1

14. R&D intensity 0.25 * 0.24 * −0.10 * 0.01 −0.02 0.01 −0.07 * 0.11 * 0.11 * 0.05 * 0.01 −0.05 0.04 1
15. BGT × LI −0.10 * −0.07 * 0.06 * 0.08 * 0.04 −0.06 * 0.01 −0.09 * 0.04 0.07 * 0.03 0.04 −0.03 −0.02 1
16. BGT × BR 0.03 0.05 * 0.13 * 0.04 0.14 * 0.09 * 0.03 −0.03 0.13 * 0.10 * 0.01 0.07 * −0.04 0.07 * 0.45 * 1
17. BGT × FS −0.01 0.14 * 0.44 * 0.14 * 0.27 * 0.04 0.06 * 0.14 * 0.05 * −0.04 −0.05 * −0.03 −0.04 0.16 * 0.04 0.43 * 1
18. BGT × ISS 0.02 0.22 * 0.04 0.12 * 0.39 * 0.06 * −0.10 * −0.11 * 0.01 0.14 * 0.02 0.01 −0.03 0.18 * 0.08 * 0.44 * 0.02 * 1

VIFs 1.20 1.71 2.57 2.39 1.45 1.14 1.16 1.14 1.10 2.58 2.65 1.06 1.21 1.43 2.69 2.15 1.79

* p < 0.05.
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4.2. Regression Results

Regression results are reported in Table 4. Column 1 presents the null model of the
multilevel linear model, which indicates that 20.25% of the variance is attributable to the city-level
(Var(_cons) = 12.44, Var(Residual) = 49.0). This result supports the use of multilevel modeling.
To test Hypothesis 1, Model 2 is run; it examines the direct influence of B–G ties on firms’ product
innovation. The significant coefficient of B–G ties illustrates that, after controlling city-, industry-,
and firm-level effects, B–G ties are significantly conducive for improving firms’ product innovation
(β = 1.214, p < 0.01). Obviously, Hypothesis 1 has been corroborated.

Table 4. Results of multilevel regression analysis.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Intercept 7.27 *** 7.855 *** 7.835 *** 7.852 *** 7.840 *** 7.816 ***
(0.729) (0.854) (0.852) (0.855) (0.852) (0.853)

Level 1

B–G ties (BGT) (H1)
1.214 *** 1.271 *** 1.159 *** 1.060 *** 1.404 ***

(0.30) (0.301) (0.312) (0.307) (0.314)

Manager experience 0.888 ** 0.890 ** 0.877 ** 0.862 ** 0.859 **
(0.375) (0.375) (0.376) (0.375) (0.375)

Employee education 0.315 *** 0.286 *** 0.319 *** 0.322 *** 0.307 ***
(0.107) (0.108) (0.108) (0.107) (0.107)

Employee training 1.772 *** 1.795 *** 1.786 *** 1.826 *** 1.753 ***
(0.539) (0.538) (0.540) (0.539) (0.539)

Firm size
0.408 * 0.389 * 0.416 * 0.419 ** 0.429 **
(0.213) (0.213) (0.213) (0.213) (0.213)

Annual sale
0.791 *** 0.816 *** 0.785 *** 0.799 *** 0.772 ***
(0.168) (0.168) (0.168) (0.168) (0.168)

Competition 1.559 *** 1.546 *** 1.552 *** 1.501 *** 1.516 ***
(0.379) (0.379) (0.380) (0.380) (0.380)

Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Level 2

Legal institutions (LI) 1.193 1.054 1.209 1.163 1.213
(4.572) (4.556) (4.575) (4.562) (4.566)

Business regulations (BR) −3.063 * −3.096 * −3.058 * −3.063 * −3.070 *
(1.732) (1.726) (1.733) (1.728) (1.730)

Financial systems (FS) 0.084 0.138 0.079 0.084 0.075
(1.973) (1.966) (1.974) (1.968) (1.970)

Infrastructural
supporting systems (ISS)

−2.223 −2.160 −2.226 −2.201 −2.236
(2.778) (2.768) (2.779) (2.771) (2.774)

Level 1 × Level 2

BGT × LI (H2) −4.438 **
(2.035)

BGT × BR (H3) 0.387
(0.607)

BGT × FS (H4) 1.886 **
(0.80)

BGT × ISS (H5) −2.263 **
(1.108)

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

To alleviate the collinearity arising from the interdependence of institutional components,
the interaction variables are included into models separately. Models 3–6 present results that indicate
to what extent the institutional components shape the value of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation.
Model 3 examines the contingent effects of legal institutions on the relationship between B–G ties and
firms’ product innovation. As predicted, the interaction term shows a negative coefficient (β = −4.438,
p < 0.05). It indicates that firms’ product innovation benefits more from B–G ties when they operate
in cities with less developed legal institutions. Thus, Hypothesis 2 is validated. Model 4 presents
an insignificant moderation effect of the business regulations (β = 0.387, p = n.s.), and accordingly,
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Hypothesis 3 is not confirmed. Hypothesis 4 states that the development of financial systems would
decrease the value of B–G ties in the emerging economies. As Model 5 suggests, a higher development
level of financial systems amplifies the positive effect of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation (β = 1.886,
p < 0.05). This result rejects Hypothesis 4. From Model 6, it can be read that a higher development
level of the infrastructural supporting systems lowers down the influence of B–G ties on firms’ product
innovation (β = −2.263, p < 0.05). Therefore, the empirical findings confirm H1, H2, and H5, whereas
H3 and H4 are rejected (Table 5).

Table 5. The results of hypothesis testing.

Hypotheses Hypothesis Support

H1: In transitional China, B–G ties have a positive effect on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation. Yes

H2: The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive when legal institutions are
more developed. Yes

H3: The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive when business regulations are
more developed. No

H4: The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive when financial systems are
more developed. No

H5: The effect of B–G ties on Chinese manufacturing firms’ product innovation is less positive when the infrastructural
supporting systems are more developed. Yes

To obtain a detailed and vivid understanding of the contingent effect of the institutional
components, this study plots predictive margins of the interaction effects that are presented in Model
3, 5, and 6 of Table 4. Figure 2 displays the support for the prediction of H2. In cities with a lower
development level (e.g., −1 S.D.) of legal institutions, a higher degree (e.g., +1 S.D.) of B–G ties leads to
a higher product innovation. Similarly, firms with a lower degree (e.g., −1 S.D.) of B–G ties significantly
benefit more if they operate in cities with a higher development level of legal institutions. Figure 3
demonstrates that the positive effect of B–G ties on firms’ product innovation is further reinforced
when financial systems are more developed. Specifically, in cities with a higher developmental level
(e.g., +1 S.D.) of financial systems, firms obtain more from product innovation when they invest more
in B–G ties. This significant result is inconsistent with H4. Figure 4 supports the prediction of H5.
In cities with a higher development level (e.g., +1 S.D.) of the infrastructural supporting systems,
a lower degree of B–G ties (−1 S.D.) significantly improves firms’ product innovation. Further, as the
infrastructural supporting systems improve, the benefits arising from a higher degree (e.g., +1 S.D.)
of B–G ties decrease sharply. Overall, specific components of the institutions shape the effect of B–G
ties on firms’ product innovation to varying extents within subnational regions of transitional China.
In addition, a simplified graph is plotted to present how B–G ties influence firms’ product innovation in
specific institutional environments. As shown in Figure 5, firms harvest more from product innovation
when they invest more in B–G ties (e.g., +1 S.D.) no matter the extent to which the institutions develop.
This evidence reveals that the value of stronger B–G ties for innovation is more significant than weaker
B–G ties in transitional China.
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Last, we conducted several robustness checks. Firstly, a new independent variable was included
into the models: Firms’ R&D intensity (the ratio of R&D expenditure to firm annual sales), which is
reported to have a substantial effect on firms’ product innovation [16,95]. This study’s conclusions
(see Table 6) remain. Secondly, this study also controlled for the potential nonlinear effect of
the business–government interaction that is reported to be a determinant of firms’ innovation
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performance [17]. To this end, the study includes the squared term of B–G ties into the models.
The results are in line with Table 4, and the coefficients of the squared terms are insignificant
(see Table 7). Thirdly, clustering standard errors were used at the subnational city level to consider
the effects arising from the potential correlation between firm-level and city-level observations.
The discussed results (see Table 8) remain. Fourthly, building on Models 2–6 of Table 4, the study treats
the group means of the level-1 factors as level-2 controls, and then adds them into the models to confirm
whether or not the cross-level interactions are spurious, as Hofmann and Gavin recommend [94].
As expected, the estimates’ significance and influence directions remain consistent (see Table 9). Fifthly,
to alleviate the effects arising from the industries (e.g., some industries are more innovative than other
industries), this study standardized the product innovation measure relative to the industry average.
The results are consistent with Table 4 (see Table 10). Sixthly, we used the Heckman model to test
whether or not our results were biased by sample selections. The insignificant coefficients of Lambda
of Heckman two-stage model suggest that our discussed results were not driven by selection bias
(see Table 11). Lastly, the propensity score matching method was used to generate a comparable sample
of B–G-ties-connected firms and non-B–G-ties-connected firms. First, a fixed effects logit model was
estimated [96] with variables of manager experience, employee education, employee training, firm size,
firm age, firm R&D investment, competition, and institutional components. Then, the propensity score
was used to conduct two-to-one matching and we obtain 254 matched B–G ties and non-B–G ties
firms over 24 cities. Then, a rerun of the model was done, which showed consistent significance and
influence direction as discussed (see Table 12).

Table 6. Robustness check: Including R&D intensity.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

B–G ties
1.05 *** 1.115 *** 1.01 *** 0.948 *** 1.279 ***
(0.301) (0.302) (0.312) (0.306) (0.313)

B–G ties × Legal institutions −4.161 **
(2.016)

B–G ties × Business regulations 0.316
(0.597)

B–G ties × Financial systems 1.403 *
(0.78)

B–G ties × Infrastructural
supporting systems

−2.776 **
(1.104)

R&D intensity 15.54 *** 15.32 *** 15.49 *** 15.08 *** 16.48 ***
(3.10) (3.09) (3.10) (3.11) (3.12)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Intercept 7.69 *** 7.67 7.68 *** 7.67 *** 7.65 ***

(0.857) (0.856) (0.857) (0.856) (0.856)

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table 7. Robustness check: Controlling the squared term of B–G ties.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

B–G ties
1.359 *** 1.318 *** 1.254 *** 1.132 *** 1.520 ***
(0.350) (0.350) (0.362) (0.357) (0.361)

Squared B–G ties −0.129 0.041 −0.055 −0.028 −0.053
(0.295) (0.297) (0.295) (0.294) (0.294)

B–G ties × Legal institutions −4.545 **
(2.085)

B–G ties × Business regulations 0.410
(0.616)

B–G ties × Financial systems 1.988 **
(0.811)

B–G ties × Infrastructural
supporting systems

−2.520 **
(1.119)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Intercept 7.279 *** 7.314 *** 7.332 *** 7.333 *** 7.329 ***
(0.769) (0.662) (0.670) (0.667) (0.668)

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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Table 8. Robustness check: Clustered robust standard error model.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

B–G ties
1.282 *** 1.342 *** 1.221 *** 1.115 *** 1.489 ***
(0.418) (0.411) (0.388) (0.377) (0.427)

B–G ties × Legal institutions −4.501 *
(2.405)

B–G ties × Business regulations 0.413
(0.534)

B–G ties × Financial systems 1.991 **
(0.907)

B–G ties × Infrastructural supporting systems −2.522 *
(1.365)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Intercept 7.234 *** 7.328 *** 7.313 *** 7.323 *** 7.311 ***
(0.776) (0.661) (0.664) (0.661) (0.663)

Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table 9. Robustness checks: Using group means of level-1 factors as the level-2 controls.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Level 1

B–G ties
1.286 *** 1.348 *** 1.226 *** 1.122 *** 1.495 ***
(0.303) (0.304) (0.316) (0.310) (0.316)

Manager experience 0.856 ** 0.857 ** 0.846 ** 0.828 ** 0.830 **
(0.379) (0.379) (0.379) (0.379) (0.379)

Competition 1.412 *** 1.404 *** 1.405 *** 1.355 *** 1.375 ***
(0.381) (0.381) (0.382) (0.381) (0.381)

Employee education 0.359 *** 0.330 *** 0.364 *** 0.367 *** 0.350 ***
(0.106) (0.107) (0.107) (0.106) (0.106)

Employee training 1.799 *** 1.819 *** 1.820 *** 1.865 *** 1.784 ***
(0.544) (0.543) (0.544) (0.543) (0.543)

Firm size
0.399 * 0.376 * 0.408 * 0.410 * 0.421 **
(0.214) (0.214) (0.214) (0.213) (0.214)

Annual sale
0.794 *** 0.821 *** 0.788 *** 0.801 *** 0.773 ***
(0.168) (0.168) (0.168) (0.168) (0.168)

Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Level 2

Legal institutions 1.933 2.042 1.999 2.014
(3.447) (3.457) (3.448) (3.452)

Business regulations −5.027 *** −5.036 *** −5.037 *** −5.028 ***
(1.559) (1.564) (1.560) (1.561)

Financial systems 1.638 1.567 1.560 1.568
(1.802) (1.807) (1.802) (1.804)

Infrastructural supporting systems −1.243 −1.328 −1.284 −1.354
(2.120) (2.125) (2.120) (2.122)

Group means as level-2 controls

B–G ties
2.485 3.566 ** 3.597 ** 3.591 ** 3.592 **
2.029 (1.581) (1.586) (1.582) (1.584)

Manager experience 0.217 −3.855 −3.911 −3.945 −3.827
4.78 (4.671) (4.685) (4.673) (4.678)

Competition 7.299 ** 8.020 *** 8.073 *** 8.019 *** 8.068 ***
3.073 (2.819) (2.827) (2.820) (2.823)

Employee education −.0437 0.722 0.739 0.734 0.747
0.797 (0.709) (0.711) (0.709) (0.710)

Employee training 5.352 7.142 7.383 7.296 7.378
6.416 (5.295) (5.310) (5.297) (5.302)

Firm size
3.628 −0.646 −0.801 −0.756 −0.736
3.193 (2.657) (2.665) (2.658) (2.660)

Annual sale
−0.02 −0.149 −0.181 −0.172 −0.224
2.206 (1.785) (1.790) (1.785) (1.787)

Level 1 × Level 2

B–G ties × Legal institutions −4.476 **
(2.061)

B–G ties × Business regulations 0.422
(0.615)

B–G ties × Financial systems 1.993 **
(0.811)

B–G ties × Infrastructural supporting systems −2.521 **
(1.119)

Intercept −14.356 3.603 4.563 4.456 4.688
30.127 (25.33) (25.40) (25.34) (25.36)

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
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Table 10. Robustness checks: Standardize the product innovation relative to the industry average.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

B–G ties
0.157 *** 0.165 *** 0.150 *** 0.137 *** 0.181 ***
(0.039) (0.039) (0.041) (0.040) (0.041)

B–G ties ×Legal institutions −0.584 **
(0.264)

B–G ties × Business regulations 0.050
(0.079)

B–G ties × Financial systems 0.241 **
(0.104)

B–G ties × Infrastructural
supporting systems

−0.286 **
(0.144)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Intercept 0.016 0.013 0.016 0.014 0.011
(0.111) (0.110) (0.111) (0.110) (0.110)

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table 11. Robustness checks: Heckman two-stage selection model.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

B–G ties
1.293 *** 1.359 *** 1.224 *** 1.131 *** 1.484 ***
(0.303) (0.304) (0.314) (0.309) (0.317)

B–G ties*Legal institutions −4.562 **
(2.037)

B–G ties*Business regulations −0.488
(0.606)

B–G ties*Financial systems 2.014 **
(0.803)

B–G ties*Infrastructural
supporting systems

−2.249 **
(1.106)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cities Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Lambda
−3.990 −4.279 −3.95 −4.257 −4.248
(3.063) (3.057) (3.063) (3.054) (3.058)

Intercept 4.182 4.182 4.182 4.182 4.182
(8.50) (8.50) (8.50) (8.50) (8.50)

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Table 12. Robustness checks: Propensity score matching method.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

B–G ties
1.781 ** 1.723 * 2.087 ** 1.330 1.983 **
(0.897) (0.883) (0.951) (0.897) (0.889)

B–G ties*Legal institutions −13.23 **
(5.831)

B–G ties*Business regulations −1.520
(2.176)

B–G ties*Financial systems 5.825 ***
(2.099)

B–G ties*Infrastructural
supporting systems

−5.788 *
(3.444)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Intercept 6.413 *** 1.480 1.476 1.946 1.565
(0.826) (1.195) (1.230) (1.191) (1.199)

Standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1. Contributions

Building on IBV [1,21], this study examined the extent to which B–G ties influence Chinese
manufacturing firms’ product innovation within different institutional environments. Empirical
evidence indicated that the value of B–G ties for product innovation varies in specific institutional
contexts in transitional China. This result not only confirms the reported positive influence of B–G ties
on firms’ product innovation in transitional China [8,15,28,88] but also provides fresh evidence for the
contingent effects of institutional components on “B–G ties–firms’ product innovation links” [5,7,14].
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Particularly, our results revealed an interesting phenomenon: The positive influence of B–G ties on
firms’ product innovation may increase as financial systems further develop, which contradicts our
theoretical proposition. A possible explanation for this reads as follows: Regarding the distribution of
innovation-related financial resources, in China, the dominant role of the government remains intact at
various degrees [21], even when the Chinese financial system is becoming more market-driven. In the
last ten years, for example, the Chinese central and local governments have set up a large volume of
government-dominated or government-backed seed funds, angel funds, and R&D funds to induce,
subsidize, and support firm technology and product innovation [97]. Under such conditions, the
strategic value of B–G ties in acquiring these financial funds may stay significant. Moreover, financial
institutional reforms tend to regress in China. To make the financial systems more robust and stable,
since the financial crisis in 2008, the Chinese government and SOEs have gradually increased control
on the development of the financial industry, which is known by the Chinese term “Guojin Mintui”
(i.e., “the state advance, the private sectors retreat”) [98]. Under such circumstances, firms’ financial
resource allocations are more dependent on political power rather than on market power, which can be
termed as a political market [91,99]. In such a political market, the development of related institutions
may strengthen the role of B–G ties. Firms are inclined to maintain and reinforce existing B–G ties for
dealing with potential uncertainties and negotiating for first-mover advantages when new financial
rules are issued [3,27,45].

These findings make several contributions to existing literature. Firstly, the findings add new
evidence that the importance of B–G ties will continue in China. This study shows that today’s Chinese
manufacturing firms’ investment of energy and time in building and maintaining B–G ties is positively
associated with product innovation. Particularly, stronger B–G ties lead to a higher benefit no matter
which region they operate in, and no matter which institutional constraints they have to deal with.
Building on this result, it can be proposed that the conducive effects of B–G ties on Chinese firms’
product innovation can be persistent in an expected period, independent from the pace and content of
the active institutional changes [27,28].

Secondly, this paper contributes to an extension of the analytical boundaries of IBV by highlighting
the specific effects of institutional components. Building on IBV, extant literature often treats the
institution as a one-dimension entity [11,58,100]. However, theorists also substantiate that there are
several institutional components and that each component may evolve on its own pace [11,29,59].
In line with this, this study decomposes institutions to specific subcomponents and examines their
effects separately. The findings not only confirm the differentiated effects of institutional components
but also go further. IBV theory argues that B–G ties and formal institutions are substitutable [21,38],
i.e., the positive value of B–G ties for innovation would be higher (less) in regions with less (higher)
developed institutional environments [1,14]. This study’s empirical findings partly support these IBV
predictions. That is, the value of B–G ties in certain institutional environments may decline and in
other environments may increase or remain the same as the institutions develop. More specifically,
in Chinese cities with more efficient and fair legal institutions or infrastructural supporting systems,
firms significantly reduce their dependence on B–G ties during product innovation activities. However,
business regulations show an insignificant influence on the value of B–G ties for firms’ product
innovation, whereas the value of B–G ties increases as financial systems move to higher developmental
levels. These contrasting findings highlight the importance of distinguishing multiple institutional
components in shaping the value of B–G ties for firms’ product innovation [11]. Based on the above, it
can be proposed that specific institutional components show specific ways of regulating, moderating,
and shaping the effects of B–G ties on Chinese firms’ product innovation, which can also be of a
different nature.

Thirdly, this study finds empirical support for the proposition that B–G ties and institutional
development may be complementary, which extends the understanding of the role of institutions in
shaping the value of B–G ties [2,9]. As discussed above, this study corroborates the positive moderation
effects of financial systems on the “B–G ties–firms’ product innovation links”. This finding contradicts
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IBV’s predictions, which can serve as input into the ongoing debate on whether or not B–G ties continue
to be important in transitional contexts like in China, also when they become more developed [27].
This empirical finding reveals a complementary relationship between the financial systems and B–G
ties [15], which is largely ignored by previous IBV literature. Building on this reasoning, we may argue
a complementary relationship between B–G ties and institutional development for firms’ product
innovation, which may extend previous substitutable perspectives [21,38].

Our findings can be of value for managerial practices in China. In general, this study supports
the conclusion that firms with strong B–G ties benefit from it in their product innovation activities in
Chinese contexts with underdeveloped as well as developed institutions but benefit more in cities
with underdeveloped institutions. Based on this, senior managers in China can be stimulated to invest
time and energy in building and maintaining B–G ties with governmental officials and be aware of the
developmental state of the institutions in their cities and develop an informed judgement as to what
degree these ties are needed to support their product innovation activities. Moreover, it reveals that
regional institutional environments in transitional China can play an important role in determining
the value of B–G ties regarding manufacturing firms’ product innovation. Building on this, managers
further need to adjust their B–G networking activity to adapt to the nature and developmental phase
of specific institutions they have to deal with. To fund firms’ innovation projects, for example, keeping
conducive interactions with government officials could extract valued assets that benefit firms’ product
innovation. Thus, tailored and versatile B–G strategies seem to be necessary for firms that operate in
different cities in transitional China.

This study also has implications for Chinese policy makers. Although the importance of B–G
ties will stay important in Chinese settings, our findings indicate that stronger B–G ties may constrain
firms’ product innovation in cities with more developed institutions. Therefore, policy makers could
concentrate on constraining the abusive use of individual power by officials by means of implementing
a position-rotating policy and an anticorruption policy. Moreover, B–G ties are embedded in specific
regional institutions. This implies that governmental policy could focus on developing institutional
environments not only at a country level but explicitly focus on a local level as well. Particularly,
policy makers could pay attention to the disparities among institution components, and tailored
policy could be more appropriate. In addition to this, institutional reform can be a crucial driver in
moving China to become a more innovative country and economy. Recent years show that more and
more Chinese manufacturing firms are born that do business without heavily relying upon B–G ties.
Market-based channels appear to be a main imperative for them to obtain the required resources for
innovation purposes. To further stimulate Chinese firms to adopt such an approach, the Chinese
government could continue its institutional reforms in that direction, which can motivate and initiate
firms’ innovation activities.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

Some limitations of this study can direct future research. First, due to the cross-sectional nature
of the data used, this study cannot reveal the dynamic relationship between the change of B–G ties
and the development of institutions. Future work can develop insights into these dynamics using
a longitudinal research design. The cross-sectional data also constrain this study in dealing with
interpretations among focal variables. For example, innovative firms may get more attention from the
local government or be more likely to be invited to attend government meetings, while less innovative
firms may be ignored. Future studies can explore this complex relationship by conducting panel data
analysis or experimental studies. Furthermore, this study’s analysis of the contingent effects of the
formal institutions (i.e., legal institutions and economic institutions), and no attention on informal
institutions, may limit the reported insights. Informal institutions may also shape the value of B–G ties
and their effect on firms’ product innovation [1,24]. Future research can further explore how informal
institutions, especially the interdependence of formal and informal institutions, lead the value and
effect of B–G ties to be more complicated (e.g., curvilinear or regressive). In addition, the results of
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this study are constrained to a specific empirical context, i.e., cities in China. Generalizing the results
to other transitional countries, such as Russia, is problematic. Further testing in other transitional
economies would enrich the insights on the relationship between B–G ties, firms’ product innovation,
and institutional components.
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Appendix A

Table A1. The measure of focal variables drawing from World Bank’s Enterprise Survey.

Variables Survey Questions

Product innovation
1. In fiscal year 2011, what percent of this establishment’s total annual sales was accounted for by products or services that were
introduced in the last three years?
2. In fiscal year 2011, what were this establishment’s total annual sales for ALL products and services?

B–G ties 1. In a typical week over the last year, what percentage of total senior management’s time was spent on dealing with
requirements imposed by government regulations?

Legal institution
1. The court system is fair, impartial and uncorrupted. [1 Strongly disagree, 2 Tend to disagree, 3 Tend to agree, 4 Strongly agree]
2. To what degree is/are Courts an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No obstacle, 1 Minor obstacle, 2
Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]

Business regulation

1. To what degree is/are Tax Rates an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No obstacle, 1 Minor obstacle,
2 Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]
2. To what degree is/are Tax Administration an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No obstacle, 1 Minor
obstacle, 2 Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]
3. To what degree is/are Business Licensing and Permits an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No
obstacle, 1 Minor obstacle, 2 Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]

Financial systems 1. To what degree is Access to Finance an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No obstacle, 1 Minor
obstacle, 2 Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]

Infrastructure
supporting systems

1. To what degree is Electricity an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No obstacle, 1 Minor obstacle, 2
Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]
2. To what degree is Telecommunications an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment? [0 No obstacle, 1 Minor
obstacle, 2 Moderate obstacle, 3 Major obstacle, 4 Very severe obstacle]
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